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Level 1 Geography 2019

Standards 91007  91008  91010

Part A: Commentary
To allow the three externally assessed standards to be more accessible, the
questions deliberately required candidates to discuss only one factor or aspect.
Those candidates who wrote in depth obtained higher grades, as they showed
deeper understanding.

The answer space for each question should be used as a guide for the expected
length of response. Candidates who gave overly long responses tended to lose
structure and clarity. Concise responses that are focussed and to the point are
encouraged.

When candidates are required to refer to geographic concepts, they should
explicitly do so. The ability to unpack concept definitions and use key words
shows greater understanding of the concept and significantly helps to gain higher
grades.

Responses with maps and/or diagrams that were annotated gained better grades
than those that were merely labelled. Annotations help candidates explain their

91007:  Demonstrate geographic understanding of environments that have
been shaped by extreme natural event(s) ▾
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91010:  Apply concepts and basic geographic skills to demonstrate
understanding of a given environment ▾
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ideas, and this form of answering questions is encouraged.

Candidates who used a range of detailed and up-to-date case study information
performed well.

 

Part B: Report on standards

91007:  Demonstrate geographic
understanding of environments that have
been shaped by extreme natural event(s)
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

provided responses that were descriptive

supported responses with case study evidence that was relevant but basic

supported maps / diagrams by using relevant labels

provided rote-learned responses that lacked flexibility when applying their
knowledge to specific questions.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

identified aspects of an Extreme Natural Event but did not describe or explain
these

did not use relevant case study evidence

misinterpreted questions.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

provided responses that were well explained

selected appropriate aspects of an Extreme Natural Event that enabled in-
depth responses

supported responses with case study evidence that was relevant and detailed

provided clear maps / diagrams that were supported with some annotations.



Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

integrated detailed case study material throughout their response

provided clear maps / diagrams with clearly explained annotations

integrated concepts throughout their responses

used subject-specific terminology throughout their answer.

Standard-specific comments
Those candidates who were able to apply their knowledge to the requirements of
each question were more successful than candidates who attempted the paper
with rote-learned answers. Candidates should expect to provide answers in
written, map or diagram form, or use a combination of each type of response.

Candidates who understood the difference between a process, a characteristic of
an environment, an effect and a response to an effect, were able to answer the
questions clearly and effectively.

Candidates who explicitly referred to concepts and unpacked them by using key
words from definitions were more likely to gain Excellence. For example, when
using the concept of change, candidates who referred to it being predictable,
unpredictable, or causing further change were able to explicitly show that they
understood the concept.

Candidates are encouraged to provide a wide range of specific case study
evidence to support their responses. There should be no need to repeat case
study evidence throughout the paper.

91008:  Demonstrate geographic
understanding of population concepts
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

provided responses that were descriptive

supported responses with case study evidence that was relevant but basic

supported maps / diagrams by using relevant labels.



Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

identified aspects of a population but did not describe or explain these

did not use relevant case study evidence

misinterpreted the questions.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

provided responses that were well-explained

selected aspects of a population that enabled in-depth responses

supported responses with case study evidence that was relevant and detailed

provided clear maps / diagrams that were supported with some annotations.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

integrated detailed case study material throughout their response

provided clear maps / diagrams with explained annotations

applied population concepts throughout their responses

used subject-specific terminology throughout their answer, reflecting
knowledge of the wider subject.

Standard-specific comments
Candidates who provided relevant case study material containing contemporary
and relevant data were well rewarded.

91010:  Apply concepts and basic
geographic skills to demonstrate
understanding of a given environment
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

used basic skills to interpret the given environment

used some basic conventions to complete a map and/or sketch



showed a basic understanding of at least one geographic concept

used general references from the given environment.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

used a limited range of skills

lacked understanding of how to apply a geographic concept to the given
environment

lacked references to the given environment.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

used some geographic skills with precision to interpret the given environment

used conventions with precision when completing a map and/or sketch

demonstrated an understanding of the basic features of weather maps

showed an in-depth understanding of at least one geographic concept. This
involved explicitly referring to the concept to support the response

included units of measurements, e.g. km and hectare

stated specific references from the given environment.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

used a range of geographic skills with consistent precision to interpret the
given environment

used conventions with consistent precision when completing a map and/or
sketch

showed a full understanding of at least one geographic concept. This
involved unpacking the concept and using key words to support the response

integrated specific references consistently from the given environment.

Standard-specific comments
Candidates were rewarded for using both skills and conventions. It is important
that candidates use precision when using conventions. This involves not only the
inclusion of appropriate titles, a key, and a compass but also shading techniques
and use of colour when sketching or mapping.



Understanding of weather maps was not always evident.

There was little evidence of the correct steps required for accurate construction of
a précis map, i.e. dividing the image up (or using the outline provided) to
accurately plot the correct size, shape and location of the area / features required.

The use of specific, concise and appropriate responses rather than general
references from the given environment is encouraged.
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